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Any combination of ATP’s polyurethane fractional and metric size tubing 
in any color combination can be bonded together and manufactured into 
a spiral hose. ATP does not charge set-up or tooling fees and there is no 
minimum order quantity. Pricing is quantity sensitive—the more you order, 
the more you save.

The maximum amount of tubes ATP can bond depends largely on the tubing 
OD. ATP has bonded up to 28 tubes in a spiraled, stacked configuration.
We offer as standard, a five-conductor, 22-gauge wire. Special wiring is 
available. Call us to discuss your requirements.

There are three basic types of configurations which work best in the bonding 
process: Ribbon, Stacked & Pyramid. The spiral tubing is available in all 
three. Spiral configurations work best when given a wider base on which to 
build. When using tubes of many different diameters, some configurations 
will work better than others. Once you have chosen a basic grouping style, 
ATP will help you configure the tubes in the best manner to ensure optimal  
performance. 

If a special configuration and/or color arrangement is critical to your 
application, contact us first so we may discuss the many options available.
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Custom Technibond® Multi-Spiral
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In order for us to quote you properly, simply print out this form, fill in your specifications and fax it to 937-
349-4155. A drawing will be issued for your approval before production begins. Due to the very special 
nature of this product, no cancellations can be accepted once production begins. Ribbon Stacked Pyramid
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